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The soprano Michelle Francis Cook, of Australian origin. Michelle Francis lives in our city and is
the protagonist of these productions thanks to the combinations of movement and voice on
stage. This month of August she didn’t go on vaction, we had the opportunity to listen to her
work in the Palau de la Música, performing "Carmen". This work shows the violence of gender
in all their crudity, a woman who dies murdered by a man who pretends when it is impossible,
because (Carmen) is a woman who always decides to do with her life what she wants, decides
to go after a bullfighter and Don José kills her. Michelle Francis handles this character with
theatrical subtlety and intelligence with the use of her vocal resources. "Carmen" is a one of
these fundamental operas halfway between the ancient styles of the time of bel canto and
verismo, for this reason always sopranos must walk on the tightrope and not pass the line as
Maria Callas did. The secret of "Carmen" is that she searches for her own good, with respect to
her condition as a free woman.
Michelle Francis works from an abundance of the operatic character to give her movement, to
give expressiveness and a face that goes beyond the voice itself. All the excitement and the
energy of the best operatic music, combined with an interpretative eloquence,This is the
"Carmen" that Michelle Francis has offered us at the Palau de la Música in Barcelona.
Over time, it will be fascinating to see what happens with the opera in Terrassa, if this seed
that is being sown and fertilized by true opera fanatics culminates in a large tree that is
incorporated into this cultural forest that has the city of Terrassa. for now, Michelle Francis
rehearses "Tosca", from Puccini. A woman throwing herself into a tired vacuum of harassment.
"Tosca" is the opera "Ibsen's House of Dolls" is theater.

